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Fairplay Casino Review. Bursting onto the online gaming scene in 2017, Fairplay Casino is a newly

minted gaming site created by experienced casino enthusiasts who know exactly what players want. It
offers a host of great casino games from award-winning game designers. The team behind the casino
claim that their goal is to provide players with great games in a user-friendly interface and reward their

loyalty with great rewards. Read our review of Fairplay Casino to find out if we think the site lives up to its
promises. Fairplay Casino has a long list of games providers, which means you can access nothing but
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the best slots and casino games. There are plenty of games for newcomers and seasoned veterans
alike, which you can play instantly in your browser or enjoy on the go thanks to Fairplay’s great mobile

platform. The casino is licensed by the government of Curacao and the Malta Gaming Authority. Choose
Your Welcome Package. Instead of giving you no option other than a subpar matched deposit bonus
when you sign up, Fairplay Casino lets you pick what suits you best. Our review team liked how The

Book of Dead and NetEnt packages are split into several deposits – the more money you put into your
account, the higher the matched percentage will be. The value of free spins depends on your first

deposit. So, instead of going for the minimum required, we suggest you deposit more money, as it will
definitely be worth it. Fairplay Casino also offers a reload bonus on your subsequent deposit, weekly

battle spins, and a Super Deal package featuring fair spins. It’s a good thing that Fairplay Casino gives
you the chance to win free spins on a regular basis, which is not something that happens with every

gaming site. When it comes to Fairplay Casino, everyone gets their lucky break. Fairplay also offers a
€5 No Deposit Bonus to players that sign up exclusively through VegasSlotsOnline. Check out the T+Cs
and see if you qualify for this free offer. €5 No Deposit bonus (50x WR) is only available to players who

have registered through the correct affiliate link (Vegasslotsonline.com) after July 31th 2019. Only
players who are living in Germany, Austria, Norway, Croatia and New Zealand will be eligible for this

bonus. The maximum win amount is €100 unless €10 or more has been deposited. The complete Terms
& Conditions of this promotion can be read on the Fairplay Casino Bonus Terms website. The bonuses
and promotions Fairplay offers are subject to full terms and conditions. All players must be 18 years old
and above. Play responsibly. You Won't Find Any VIP Program. One of the main disappointing things

about Fairplay Casino is its lack of a VIP program, and our review experts are aware that this will put off
many potential customers. Casino regulars love being treated to free prizes in any form, and to feel
special when they’re selected to join the casino’s VIP program. Sure, Fairplay Casino has enticing
weekly promotions and specials, but we don’t think it’s enough to compensate for the absence of a
rewarding VIP program. Enjoy the Best Casino Games. As soon as you enter the Fairplay Casino

website, you’ll be treated to hundreds of exciting slots and casino games you can rearrange by
popularity, providers, or alphabetically. The ability to organize titles by provider is super-efficient – with it,

you can play the games by your favorite game studios right away. Our reviewers found slots to be the
centrepiece at Fairplay Casino. Featuring a wide range of titles, the site has something in store for every
visitor. Want to play the hottest titles at the moment? Click on the Popularity tab to see what other players

love the most. If you want to try the newest additions to the catalogue, click the Newest tab. There’s a
whole range of slots you can enjoy here, from classics such as Asgardian Stones to hot gothic titles such
as House of Doom. You can bet there are hours of fun waiting for you at the Fairplay Casino whenever
you land on the site. Among the most popular titles, our review team came across while compiling this

review of Fairplay Casino were the Western classic Dead or Alive slot, Starburst, and the popular
Immortal Romance slot. Of course, Fairplay Casino also offers a fine collection of jackpots – spin the
Neon Reels slot, and you can be richer by the thousands! The extravagant Glam Life slot is another

progressive slot you should try for a chance to hit the jackpot. If you’re not into slots, don’t worry: Fairplay
Casino has numerous other casino games for your convenience. You can easily get to these games by
picking Table Games on the neatly organized tabs. Clicking on the tab will present numerous variations
of blackjack, poker, roulette, and baccarat. There’s low, mid, and high classic blackjack as well as a few

variations of European and American roulette. The live casino is a special experience. Powered by
NetEnt, Microgaming and Play'n Go, there are dozens of titles waiting for you here. The picture quality is
perfect and the stream is loaded with innovative interactive features. Finally, Fairplay Casino also has a

collection of speciality games including Kiron’s Virtual Sports, Betsoft’s Skratcherz, and iSoftBet’s
exciting Poker Bowling Strike. A Large Selection of Mobile Games. If you prefer to play your favorite

games on the go, you can simply log in to Fairplay Casino on your mobile phone and enjoy a vast
selection of the most popular releases. The casino is available on your desktop, mobile, and tablet, so
you don’t have to miss a second of mind-blowing action. Standard Customer Support Options. When it

came to customer support, Fairplay Casino’s professionals were found to be friendly and quick to
respond by our review experts. If the FAQ page doesn’t give you the answers you seek, you can contact
the casino via e-mail or live chat, which is the fastest option. Unfortunately, there’s no phone number for
customer support – which is a minus in our books. There are many customers among you who like to

resolve any problems encountered via phone. For this reason, we think it’s something the casino should
fix in the near future if it wants to win extra points with potential customers. Pretty Standard Payment

Methods. In terms of payment options, there’s nothing special that Fairplay Casino offers. Standard debit



and credit cards are accepted, as are e-wallets including Neteller. If you prefer to use other methods, you
can deposit money via bank transfer, Sofort, Paysafecard, and surprisingly, the Diners Club Card. The

money should be added to your account instantly, except in the case of bank transfers, which might need
a few days. The minimum deposit is €10 while the maximum limit is set at €2,000. The same options are
used for withdrawals. If you choose to use Skrill or Neteller, the payout will be instant after approval. The
other options should take between 2 and 5 days, while the slowest method is bank transfer. It’s clear to

our reviewers that Fairplay Casino is not one of the fastest paying online casinos in the industry. The site
imposes the same deposit limits to withdrawals, meaning you can take out a maximum of €2,000 per

withdrawal. Our Verdict on Fairplay Casino. Fairplay Casino is a nicely designed website with a load of
games most players will enjoy. Still, it’s fairly early to tell if it will grow into a casino giant. There are many

drawbacks we’d like to see fixed, primarily its lack of a customer support phone number, payment
methods, and VIP club. When it comes to payment methods, the limits are rather low in our opinion, too.
With all that said, Fairplay Casino can’t be highly recommended by our review experts for the time being.

However, if it manages to fix a few things, it should prove appealing to new customers.
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